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INT.,OOUCTION 
The following study arose from the dtsouan1on or a prob­
lem 1n a course 1n theoret1cal physics at South Dakota State 
Collece during the Winter quarter 1956-1957. The problem is 
stated as tollowst 
A symmetrically magnetized cylindrical ma1net is ro­
tating with constant angular velocity about its axis 
of symmetry. A straight wire at right angles to and 
in the plane ot the axis of the magnet is arranged so 
that it can be rotated about the same axis. Ia there 
an e.m.r. along the wire (a) when it 11 at rest, (b) 
when it 1• rotating with the �..agnet? Explain why. 
(5, p. 475) 
In attempting to answer this que,t1on, one becomes involved 
in th• question or whether or not th• lines or macnet1c in­
duction rotate with the magnet since in elementary electro­
magnetic theory the e.m.f. induced depends upon the rate at 
which the lines cut through the wire. 
H1ator1oally this rotation or non-rotation or the 11nes 
•••at one time th• primary point ot 1ntereat 1n the so called 
"unipol8?'" induction experiments. The literature reYeals an 
1mpreaa1ve list ot experimenters who have investigated unipo­
lar induction and have attempted to interpret their rP.sulte 
in tera• ot an acceptable "cutting line" theory. Th11 work 
culminated 1n a comprehensive paper by Tate (8) in which he 
1um.mari&e1 the experimental work and to�lows Swann (7) 1n ex­
pla1n1n1 the obaerYed results and 1n proposing an acceptable 
"moving line" theory. 
The unf'am111ar nature ot some ot their concluaion1 and 
the lack ot experimental verification tor others juat1r1e1 
the following study ot the electric field of moving magnets. 
The theory or Swann is developed and his "moving line" the­
ory is stated. Experimental verification ot this theory is 
investigated and questioned. Then an experiment designed 
to test this theory 1s described and 1ts results are dis-
2 
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HISTORY1 
The original unipolar induction �xperiment was performed 
by Faraday (3) in 1831. He rotated a cylindrical bar magnet 
about its axis or symmetry and observed a current 1n a sta­
tionary wire whose ends were pressed to the surface of the 
spinning magnet. Similar experiments were performed by oth­
ers including W. Weber who fir1t termed such induction as 
"unipolar". 
The induction or the electromotive force (e.m. f.) whioh 
oauaed the current was explained in two ways. Faraday, 
Pleucker and Lecher considered that the 11.nes or magnetic in-
duction did not rotate with the mcgnet; thus, the e. m. f. was 
induced in the magnet itself as it rotated through the lines 
(this will be referred to as the stationary line theory). 
Weber, Preston, Mertz, Lodge ana Rayleigh thought or the 
lines as rotating with the magnet, so as to induce the e.m.f. 
1n the stationary circuit (this will be referred to as the 
m oving line theory). Both points or view, however, predict 
the same e.m.t. around the closed circuit. Therefore, the 
c loaed circuit system could not Astablish "Which t�eory was 
correct. 
In the 189C's, experiments to exnmine the electro�tat1c 
�ield about a rotating magnet were proposed to solve the 
-.t� 
I Much or the informati�n given here is taken from the 
more detailed history or unipolar induction us given by 
Tate (bJ. 
problem but were given up becau9e of inadequate experimental 
rao111t1es. 
4 
Finally, in 1912 independent experiments by Kennard 
and Barnett eliminated the rotating line theory. In their 
experillents a cylindrical bar magnet was rotated inside a 
ooncentr1c oyl1ndr1cal condenser while the condenser plates 
were electrically connected. The connection was broken and 
then the ■agnet stopped. A rotating line point ot view would 
predict a charge on the condenser. No such charge was found. 
Since 1t had been aasUJDed that either the lines must rotate 
with the magnet or remain stationary, negat1Ye results for 
the Kennard (4) and Barnett (1) experiments tended to estab-
11sh the stationary line theory. 
However, Swann (7, p. 379) in 1920 proposed a new 
moving line theory which also explains the negative results. 
In this theory the lines of magnetic induction from each el­
ementary magnetic pole participate in the translational part 
ot the motion only. A development or this theory is found in 
the next seotion. 
l 
TH··OHY 
At one time many persons believed that there was an 
inherent uncortainty in electromagnetic theory when dealing 
with the problem ot unipolar induction. This was because 
Faraday's law gave only the int grated value tor the t1eld 
around a closed o1rcuit; thus, it had nothing to say about 
the field at eaoh point around the o1rcu1t. However, Swann 
points out that sinco electromagnetic theory contains two 
circuital equ tions they will, when inteerated, giYe an ex­
pres11on tor the electric field a� every point. St ted in 
HeaY1eid·e-Lorentz un1ts2 they area ., 
end 
which 
and 
torm 
VxH==t(�AZ+?:) (I) 
(2) 
along with 
V· E =,,,o 
(3) 
V· R = o (4--) 
the basis or electromacnetic theory. Following the 
■ethod ot Maxwell these may be intecrated to give 
'i=- _.1.. au -v� 
,:;;;_- C. Jt: 
(S) 
where (6) 
lfor the most part, the work of this section tollo•• 
SwtAnn (7). 
5 
2A discussion ot Heaviside-Lorentz units may be round 
1n ( 51 p. 503, 517). The symbols are defined 1n the appendix ot th1s paper. 
6 
and (7) 
Here, £ 1s the force per unit charge on a charge fixed rela­
tive to the observer. When the charge 1s moving with a velo­
city -0 relative to the observer, the force per unit charge is 
given bys 
F= E +-
-crxB 
C 
{!') 
the second term of the right hand member or equation 8 being 
referred to as the motional intensity. 
Swann then points out that a charge moving 1n uniform 
translation w1th a magnetic doublet; (which might be an Amper-
ian whirl ot an electron 1n orbit about a nucleus) should, for 
the obaerYer at reat, experience a force given by equation 8. 
In deter■1n1ng thia tore• the tendency is to omit the - V Ip 
term 1n equation 5 since there is no net electric charge dis­
tribution 1n a magnetic doublet when at reat relative to the 
obsener. It th11 were done, the -t .jf' term would combine 
with the motional intensity to g1Ye the re1ultant force on 
the movinc charge. The motional intensity bas no component 
in the direction ot motion while tH• other term, in generai, 
does. Thia means that tor the ob•t"•r at rest there will be 
a net tore• on the moving charge 1n the direction ot motion. 
However, relat1v1at1c conaideratio�a require that there be 
��. 
no net tore• on the charge tor either the observer at rest 
or the observer 1n motion, juat as it the doublet and the 
charge were at rest. Evidently it is not correct to assume 
that -Vlfl will be zero for the observer at rest. 
Swann goes on to show that in order for the force on 
the charge to be zero for the observer at rest the term 
-v,must appear as the field of an electric doublet of elee­
tr 1 c moment N such that 
-v-xM 
C 
(9) 
7 
where M 1• the magnetic moment of the magnetic dipole. The 
center or the electric doublet coincides with that of the mag­
netic doublet. This field combin� with the -z ff term in .. 
equation 5 to create about the magnetic dipole a field 
E = - vo) 
which just cancels the �orce due to the motional intensity. 
Swann shows this to be true by electromagn.etic reas.Jning, 
but he also points out that this result may be obtained di­
rectly trom the relativistic field transformations. Tate 
(8, p. 82) also obtains this result for a true magnetic dou­
blet in translation and concludes it to be true tor any mag­
netic system 1n uniform translatory motion. 
It must, however, be realiled that the creation of 
the electric dipole is not predicted by electromagnetic 
theory alone. It is the additiOKll. aaswnption of relativity 
which necessitates that result. 
The creation of the t'1eld £ = - v:_B about a trans­
lating elementary magnetic dipole is the basis or Swann's 
moving line theory. Here, v- is the velocity or the lines 
ot induction relative to the observer. The lines are con­
sidered to be attached to the dipole and to partake of its 
translational motion only. For a charge moving with respect 
to the observer the t1eld I==- -c;.:_8 would then combine with 
the aotional intensity to give the resultant force on the 
charge as in equation 8. In the special case where the di­
pole and the charge have the same velocity the forces o�ncel 
one another, but in general there would be a resultant rorae 
per unit charge given by 
F ==- --iJ;'xB 
C 
(11) 
Where there are many elementary dipoles the torce per unit 
charge would become 
F -- ir. x B _ (-i;," x B, u x 8 �� x 00 /j 2) +- z., 2.. + , , , -,. V,t 011 V 
� G C . L 
Here, � 11 the velocity or the charge, 8 the total mag­
netic induction at the charge, 8, the portion or the mag­
netic induction at the charge due to the d ipole with veloc­
ity -v, etc. 
It might be inquired how this theory applies to the 
ca•• where the dipole ia rotating. If the elementary mag-
netic d ipole is rotating about its axis or symmetry the term 
-t jf in equation 5 is zero. fr·1n addition the di-pole 11 
not translating, so also is the term- -V� zero. So for this 
case, no electric field is to be expected. 
9 
For the caae when the d1polo rotates about an axis 
parallel to its axis of symmetry but not coincident with it, 
the motion may be resolved into two parts - one a rotation 
ot the dipole about 1 ts axis of symmetry and the other a mo­
tion or the center or the dipole about the axis of rotation. 
The first gives no electric field. The second gives the di­
pole a translational velocity at any instant of size w x =r 
where ur is the angular velocity or rotation and i'" is the 
distance or the center of the dipole from the axis of rota­
tion. However, the direction of this velocity is continu­
ally changing and there 1s no way oL knowing how this accel­
eration may affect the dipole. 
Swann assumes that the dipole is unal'fected by the 
accelerat1on1 and makes this the basis or his treatment or 
unipolar induction. With this assumption the dipole has a 
tield 
E= 
-vxB _ 
C. 
(/3) 
One mode or rotation of the magnetic dipole 1s left 
to be con11dered - that or rotation. about an axis perpen­
dicular to the axis of symmetry. Swann treats this prob-
u; 
lem 1n terms of a true magnetic doublet, but argues that 
since only the magnetic moment appears 1n the result it 
applie1 equally well to an Amperialf whirl. If the axis 
11£ is unaffected to a high degree of approximation 
with only the radiation field being ne�leoted. 
10 
of rotation passes through tne centor of tho double t,then the 
doublet 1s not translating so th&.t -\7f is zE>ro and the only 
electric field 1s due to -i, $ f. By p1ucing the center of 
the doublet D.t the origin and making the Y ax.is the axis of' 
rotution, Swann shows thLt at the instant when the doublet 
is oriented so that itn magnetic axi� coincides with the Z 
axis tho electric f'ield is �iven by 
E =-J.. )ll� ::: 0 .x G, )� 
Ey 
Ez 
- - ..L 
C 
- - ..L 
1-!!x. 
) � 
) llz. 
J� 
-
= -,.. 
-c.v-,8_ 2-(-f) � ) z 'Y. c.. 
�g � 
c.. ..,,-2.. 
,:.er� ..:J__(f )-- -ure n-?z 
c.. )y � (:., y 
(14) 
where� is the magnetic moment, -c.u is tho angu1ar velocity 
of rotation, r is a vector from the origin to the point where 
the field has the vnlues shown and -1, � and >t are the d1rec­
t1on cosines of Y-. 
Swann then shows that this is el.so the field obtained 
from a moving line theory in \\hioh e ch magnetic ll.2!.l carries 
its l ines ot magnetic induction with it in its translstory 
motion but not its rotatory motion. This then is the f'1nal 
form of his moving line theory. It should be added that there 
is nothing fundamental in this moving line theory. It 1.s jus­
tified only because it gives result s  i n  agreement with aoceptad 
electromagnetic theory. In this ..ta'l-m much or 1 ta value 1• 
lost in the case of ro-c; ting magn•t1c materlalg in bulk dut 
to the difficulty 1n applv!ng it. 
In this section theory has beon devclope� which can 
determine the electric field about n magn�tic dipole for 
�ny type or motion, for, in general, any motion of the Ai-
11 
l pole c�n be resolvAd into the types or motion here di�cus�a�. 
In the next section this theory is o�pl1ed to pbrtiaular 
cases of interest. 
ITiie results discussed apply to the non-rotating 
observer. Troeherts (9) has developed a transformation 
which will rtve the t1eld ror a rotating observer. 
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APPLICATI N OF THE0.1.lY TO �•XP�,RIME�lT 
For th� most part the theory developed in the previous 
section has been soundly based on accepted electromagnetic 
theory. The assumptions that were made seemed quite logical. 
Still, some sort or dir2ct ex�erimental var! ri cation of its 
prediction� 1s desirable. 
It is �asily shown ( 7 ,  p .  387) ( R , p. 84) that this 
tr-eory pr6d1cts results j n  agreement with the original uni­
polar induction oxpE'riments and the =<:ennc1.rd-Barnett experi­
monts. However , these e�peric:ents are �qually well explain�d 
◄ 
by the stat:onary lino theory. 
Tata ( 8 ,  p .  93 ) declares that a non-oondncting magnetic 
material 1s neceseary to diritingu1sh bPt :ireen these two th�ories. 
HA then refers to a work py • Wilson and H. A. Wilson ( 10) 
in which they make a non-conducting magnetic m& t"'rial for use 
1n an experiment which decides in f nvor of' Swann ' s theory. 
However , thta writer feels th�t the makeup of the ,ilson' s  
mainet1c material 1s such ar to rend'1r their experiment in­
capable of dis t1ngu1sh1ng bet teen t he two theories. Part A 
or this section will present an argument to show that a true 
dielectric magnetic ma·ter1ai \Vi th a .. oerm,.,.abili ty appreclably 
greater than one · s  necessary in  an experiment of that type 
if it is to decide between the twa�theor1es. 
I t  appears that ,  in the absence or such material, the9e 
theories rr.a.y n"'t �/:9 o :!.s tinguishabl� in ar. e,r,er:lrnent wh re 
13 
the magnetic material is rotated about its axis of symmetry. 
Unfortunately, the stationary line theory 1s not easily car­
ried to the case of rotation about an axis other than the 
axis or symmetry. What , if any, meaning does it have in this 
case to say that the line s  of the magnet as a whole do not 
rotate? 
This writer has performed an experiment in which a b&r 
magnet is rotated about an axis perpendicular to its axis of 
magnetization. Such an arrangement does not deal at all with 
the stationary line theory as applied to rotation about an 
axis or symmetry. In part B of thi.6 section Swann ' s  theory 
is applied to this type of experiment. Also ,  a possible 
method or applying a stationary line theory to this case 1s 
considered. 
Part A.!. Theory Applied to the Wilson and w111on Experiment 
In order to discuss the Wilson and Wilson experiment 
1 t  is necessary to apply the theory of the preceding section 
to a cylindrical system of magnetic material in bulk rotating 
about 1ta axis of symmetry. The system then consists of 
m any elementary magnetic dipoles rotating about an axis par­
allel to their axis of magnetization • 
If each of these were treated individually the total 
electric field about the magnet would be obtained by adding 
. 4 *  
up the contribution of each el�mentary magnet as given by 
equation 13. However, the symmetry or the system allows a 
simpler method of attacking the problem. Because of the 
1 2 6 9 8 9  
14 
symmetry, the term -L
e 
JU in equation 5 will be zero for the Jt 
system as a whole. Whatever electric field that exists about 
the system will be given by the -Vlfl term in equation 5. 
Part of this term �ill be contributed by an apparent 
charge d istribution due to the motion or the elern�ntary mag­
netic dipoles which appear as electric dipoles as shown in 
equation 9 .  In this system, ir= &x -; ,  so that 
N =  -ccr -r M  C (I s) 
where N is radial. The net re�ul t of this for the magnet as 
a whole is that there is in the ma,gnet an apparent or f1ot1-
tious polarization (magnetic moment per unit volume) P. which 
is also radial such th�t 
R 
= {w- x -,.)x X ::: � -r I  
o C C 
where I 11 the magnetization (magnetic moment per unit vol­
wne) or the magnetic material. The polarization is termed 
fictitious because it  i s  not due to a true separation 0£ 
charge in the material but rather to an apparent distribu­
tion as observed by the non-rotating observer. 
The observable effects ot this fictitious polarization 
are the sune as a true polariza tiof1. It  results 1n an apparent 
surface charge dens ity, o; , on the magnetic material given by 
o; = �" #z� (I 7) 
where R." is the component ot 'f!. normal to the surface; an · 
apparent volume charge densitv, .!°o , uch that 
15 
O i) 
and nn electric field inside the magne tic  material given 
by P.. 
If the magnetic mat erial is a conduct or ,  the free 
charges of the conductor will redis t ribute themselves in the 
material in such a w�y as t o  annul the field of the  f icti­
t ious polarizat ion. The charge dis tribution necessary t o  
create a field equal but opposit e t o  -f?. is a surface charge 
density 
and a volume charge density 
,,.o =  v- � (� o) 
Thus this redis tributlon of charge is suoh as to  completely 
shield any o ther ertect_ due to the fict i t ious polarization. 
The only effect which remains in the case . or a conduc t ing 
magnetic material is that due to the motional intensity. 
If the magnetic material is a dielectric there are no 
free oharges which can completely annul the effects of the 
�1c t 1tious polarization. Inst ead there would also  be a true 
polarization /5 in the dielectric given by 
- ,\ - 1.- -c..v- r"1) P -=- (E -11 F -= (e -1) (  I= -,. c. 
where � is the dielectric cons�t of the material . 
(Z I) 
Here 
E is made up of a field -Po due t o  the fictitious polar­
ization and a field -P due t o  the true polarizat ion, so 
Then from equ�tion 16 
- ) ( - � -r- I  -c-v:B) p = (€ -I  - p - C + 
Next, solving for P gives 
P
- _ §..::L ( -c.c.r .., B _ -c.-c.r -;-I) = t= -I 
- � C C. E 
tc,..,- Y-- /1  
C 
by using the usual constitutive relationship 
B =  ii t- I  
Now 
- - - _ ..§_;::J_  E ==  - P - P.. = <= 
..., 
Then using I -=�-,) fl gives 
E :: - �A-/ � -rH ::. _,,,<,( 6 -/ 
E C � €  
-G<.,,- -r I 
C. 
u, ...,- B 
c.. 
16 
(2 2) 
� 3) 
(2#-) 
(2 5) 
where_..,.u is the permeability of the material. This is the 
method used by Tate (8, p. 94). The results are in agree­
ment with those obtained by Einstein and Laub (2) from rela­
tivity considerations. 
Equation 27 gives the fiel� inside a dielectric, mag­
netic material. The external field,  as pointed out by Swann 
(7, p. 38;) , is the same as in tnt case ot  the conducting 
material. 
In the Wilson and Wilson experiment a dielectric mag-
l? 
netic material composed _of �teel balls imbed ded in paraffin 
was molded into a hollow cylinder which was mounted to  ro­
tate i n side  a solenoid ab out its axis of sym□etry. The inner 
and  outer faces of the cylinder were covered with conducting 
plates ,  thus, making a cylindrical condenser. The plates 
were connected to a quadrant elec trometer and a d�flection 
ot the electrometer was looked for as the current in the 
electrometer was reversed while the cyli nder continued to 
rotate. The amount of deflection was determined by the elec­
tric field in the dielectric cyl1nder. 
Swann ' s theory predicts a Oeld given by equation 27 • 
The stationary line theory predicts � field in the dielec­
tric given by 
E = - P  
Here 
Solving for P gives 
P- - 6.-1 - � 
Then substituting in equation 29 gives 
E- - - 6 -/ 6 C. 
.,,,..« (l-t) -<-u- ,,,... II 
6 c.. 
(2J>) 
(2q) 
(3 0) 
(3 I) 
The results of the experiment decided in favor ot 
Swann' s theory. 
However , closer examination of the ability of the 
steel balls imbedded in p�raffin to &pproxiu�te a true di­
electri c ,  magnetic material for this experiment leads this 
writer to question the results 0£ the experiment. Since 
all of the magnetic dipol�s exist  in the s teel balls it  
would seem that the free charge of the s teel would rr-dis­
tribu t e  itself in such a manner as to cancel any external 
effect of the fictitious polarization. 
This is possible if the necessary distribution 1o 
such as to leave the total charge on the ball zero. The 
nocescary charge distribution is given by equations 19 and 
20. The total volume charge, Qv J will be 
Q., = r,.c. Jr = , V · P- Jr J,. I I.,- • (32) 
where 1'" indicatos integration throughout the volume of the 
conduotor, in this case_ the steel bali. The total surface 
charge, Q. ,  will be 
-fP.. · Ts  s (3 3) 
where 5 indicates integration over the entire surface or 
the conductor. Applying Gauss ' s  theorem gives 
(3 L/) 
so that the total charge, Qr , on the conductor is 
QT :: Q� -t Qs : J; R. · JS -_[If· Js -:s 0 (3 s)_ 
Therefore, th13 necessary charge distribution is possible fnr 
8 
19 
anr size, shape, or position or conductor. 
It can then be concluded that all other effects of 
the t1ot1t1ous polari�ation will be canceled in each steel 
ball by the charge distribution which this polarization 
causes. 
Th11 means that tor the Wilson and Wilson experiment 
P. ■hould be zero in equation 22 and the subsequent equa­
tions. The result would then be a tield 1n the cylinder 
given by equation 31, the same as tor the stationary line 
theory. Thus , their experiment is not capable or distin­
guishing between that theory and hann • s  theory. Only the .., 
use ot a truly non-conducting magnetic material could do 
this. 
It would not be just to conclude on the basis or 
this argu,ment alone th•t the W1laons ' experiment was 1n 
error. HoweYer, it does raise sufficient doubt 1n the mind 
of this writer to justify a further investigation ot th11 
matter to the point or repeating the experiment. This may 
be done at a later date. 
Part 11 
Betore aons1der1ng the err�t or rotating a magnet 
in bulk, 1t is instructive to consider the rotation ot a 
hypothetical line magnet. Suppos� a line magnet with mag-
netic moment per unit length J to be rotating about the � 
axis with angular velocity w-. Consider it at the instant 
when the axis or the magnet eo 1no1des with the Z axis as 
shown in figure 1. The magnet extends trom -� to r£ so 
1 ta overall length 1s 2. .-f. 
The motion or each elementary magnet or which the 
line magnet is composed may be resolved into a rotation 
about an axis passing through its center and parallel to 
the Y axis as well as motion or the center about the Y axis. 
Th• latter gives rise to the tield or an electric dipole as 
shown 1n the section on theory. It need not be considered 
here tor reasons given later. The tormer gives rise to a 
-t $_% tield as given by equation 14,and it is this ettect 
which will be considered here. 
Onl7 the Y component ot this tiald at  a point P 1n 
the XZ plane 11 of interest here. An elemental length I z. 
ot the magnet will contribute an amount J� according to 
equation 14. Here 
cos e 
--r 2.. 
Adding up the contributions for the whole magnet gives 
E. == f.,f, "CA,1-r 
C 
.Z,, - 2 
j J :z. y .j.e c. ['X,,1. -t- {Zo-z.)1} 1/-.. 
-<-v-T ,-: 
I - 1 ] i:. 7 
-Z- L[x/·1-Cz..-..tJ'·] .v.._ [x. ?. f- (z. -,. .1)
1. Y 
- �r_J_ - _L7 
G,- � Rs) (3 7) 
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Equation 37 gives the torce in tl:le' Y direction on a unit 
positive charge at P due to this effect tor the entire magnet. 
If a unit positive charge at P is traveling with the 
. e 
Xo 
S '" -= --:;:-
. A 
Xo 
s n, y, = Ro 
• ,D x. s, n ,.,  = Rt1 
. x. 111• � = 7;-
+ � i x.• + ( z. -7-)'&. 
R II -::. V �: + (Zo .. .f)1 
X 
c. os a = 
c. os <P � 
C. 0 $  fi = 
cos«- = 
z. - z  
z. 
ll. 
z. - J.  
lt11 
z. t l  
�� 
Figure 1. Line Magnet on Coordinate Axes 
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magnet so as to maintain a consto.nt posit! n with ··espect 
to the magnet th e charge will experience an additional force 
due to the motional 1ntensj ty 'fr x a C Th� magnetic induction, 
B , 1 s  th at of a magnetic d ipole of length 2.R and r'agnet1c 
moment 2.,RJ. Thus ,  J" corresponds to th e pole strength of t he 
magnet and 
8 = A,. J (.s��>l_._8 _ s /11 Q') + � J"( cos t1 _ c.o..r Q:'...)  c3 ?) 
�� �� �� �� 
The charge would move 1n a circular path of radius R. so 
V- = A0 "C-v R0 COS ¢} - .,,.4 � Ro .SJ;, rJ> (3 9) 
The r esult is a motional intensity in th e Y d irection given by 
= 
using the identities given with figure 1. This gives the 
force i n  the Y direction due to the motional intensity 
acting on a unit positive charge moving at P. 
Now ad 1 ing equations 37 and 40 gives th e force in 
the Y direction due to these two effects. 
(� o) 
E � v .x  8 _ 
)" C 
(LI- !) 
By approximating a magnet in bu� to be made up of 
many line magnets grouped together pa ·allel to one another 
we can expand equation 41 to apply M>proximately to a real 
magnet in a similar state of rotation. If the magnet 1s  
non-conducting, an  additional term due to t h e  translational 
motion of th e elementary dipoles would h ave to be ad�ed. 
However, as pointed out in part A, if the magnet is a eon­
ductor> this effect 1s canceled by a charge distribution in 
the magnet. 
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Additional charge distributions in a conducting mag­
net will create an electrostiic field about the ma�net . 
However, a field or this type when integrated around a closed 
circuit contributes nothing to the e.m.f. Thus, as will be 
aeen in the next section, it need not be considered further 
here. 
Only forces ot the type considered 1n equation 41 
will give rise to e.m.r. • s  around - closed circuit. These 
will be considered further in the next section 1n connection 
with the apparatus there described.  
Equation 41 is the result or applying Swann' s theory. 
How might the stationary line theory be applied to this type 
or rotation? Both Swann ' •  theory and the �tationary line 
theory consider that the lines or induction do not rotate. 
Their chief difference 1s that Swann applies this idea to 
the elementary magnetic particles while t he other theory 
applies it to the magnet as a whole. Since Swann pictures 
the magnetic poles or the elementary dipoles as carrying 
their fields in their translational motion, this same idea 
applied to the pol8s or th• magnet as a whole might be the 
true representative or the statio,rary line theory as applied 
to rotation o� the type being considered. It is instructive 
to apply this to the line magnet. 
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Consider again the line n.agnet shown in figure 1. 
The field or this magnet as a whole is that of a pole of 
strength +-J placed at -1-,/ and a pole of  strength -J placed 
at -,P. The electric t'ield at P will be due to a motion ot 
the lines from each pole and is g iven by 
E =  C 
where t:w is the velocity of the lines f rom the north pole; 
thus, 1 t is the velocity of the pole 1 ts elf. � 1 s the mag­
netic induction at P due to the north pole. The "s" sub­
scripts reter to the correspond1ng� quant1t1es tor the south 
pole. For the line magnet in figure 1 the field becomes 
E = Ey = 
There are many ob�ections to this method of apply�ng 
the stationary line theory. For one thing, it gives too 
much reality to the poles of oagnet. Another objection 
is that 1t does not consider the motion or the charge at  P. 
The results of that appl1cnt1on are included here 
tor two reasohs. One is that equation 43 differs only in  
sign from equation 41. The second is  round in comparing 1 ts 
predictions with the results of the next section. 
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EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS, PROCEDURE AND RESULTS 
This section · contains a description of an experiment 
performed during the Summer of 1958. Its purpose was to test 
Swann • •  theory which 1s developed in  an earlier part of this 
paper. In so rar as the writer has been able to determine 
from the physics abstracts, the results or an experiment of 
this type have not been published prior to this time. 
The results are more qualitative than quantitative, but 
they do appear to represent a definite electromagnetic effect. 
It would seem desirable to refine �he apparatus and investi-" .. 
gate this effect further at some future time. Thereupon, the 
efteot could be reported and discussed more conclusively. 
The present work was as follows. 
Part A• Apparatus 
A Jyl1ndr1cal bar magnet was fitted crosswise into a 
brass collar which, in turn, was fitted onto the shaft of an 
electric motor as shown in figure 2. The magnet was 11 cm. 
long and 1. , cm. in diameter and made of alnico alloy. With 
the arrangement described , the motor could rotate the magnet 
about an axis perpendicular to its� length. 
Two thin copper plates were, mounted on masonite slabs, 
and these were arranged  parallel to one another on either side 
or the magnet so that the magnet a.ould rotate between the � )' � 
copper plates as shown in figure 3a. With this arrangement, 
motor 
• , ''I ··- . , l 
--. .. 
1 ;  
;:..l. 
a .  b.  
Figure 2 .  Magnet as Monn ted. on Motor 
copper 
plates-
brushes 
masonite 
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slabs--. -----------� 
front plate and 
slab removed 
a. b. 
Figure 3. Plates and Brushes as Mounted About Magnet 
bru1he1 rigidly attached to the ma net, as �ho in figure 3, 
could n1nta1n a constant electrical connection between the 
two plates �• the magnet rotated. The brushes were mounted so 
that they aould be tixed at various positions with respect to 
the s gnet. 
A ••ton model 699 galvanometer waa connected across the 
two plat•• to torm a closed oirauit. 
Part A• frs1t0v• 
1th the apparatus as described, the magnet waa ••i in 
rotation by the motor. At first, arratio deflection• ot the 
1alvanometer nr • observed. These, ;however, were attributed 
to th•r�al e.m.t• • at the bru1h contncte. fiben a thin tilm ot 
oil ••• placed on the copper plate• th••• erratic efteets dis­
appeared. 
With the brush contact effects elim1nat�d, it was ob­
served that when th• brushes had certain positions with re1peot 
to the magnet, the calvanoaater would deflect 1n one direction 
dur1.ng rotation or the m�gnet. For certain other positions ot 
the brushes, th• 1alvanometer def1ected 1n the other direction 
and tor other poaitions, no detleot1on ne obtained. Th••• 
po•1t1ona w111 be described in more detail 1n part C of thla 
aeotion. 
In order to ascertain that the current• causing th••• 
detleotione were due to the magne�t�• number or control pro-
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ce�ur•• were used• 
1. An unmagnet1sed steel cylinder was used in place 
or the magnet--no deflections or the alvanometer 
were ob1erved. 
2. A wooden piece waa used 1n place of the magnet 
no d•tlectiona were ob1ernd. 
3. With the m �net rotating, the entir apparatus was 
civen varioua orientation• 1n the earth ' s  magnetic 
t1eld -- no ohange 1n the deflection wa1 observed 
for Yarious orientations. 
�. The magnet was fixed at various positions wllb 
respect to the motor shaft -- the observed deflect-
1on1 ••r• the same for the d1tterent positions. 
It atpea.red that the deflections nre det1n1tely due to the 
magnet. .i 
O ther checks on extraneou effects were as follow1s 
1. In order to detPrmine the ettecta or eddy current• 
1n the oopper �late the solid copper plat•• were 
temporarily replao;A with circular 1 trip1 or copper, 
mounted oonaentrically. Th• strips were about one­
halt inch wide. The observed detleot1ons followed 
the aame pattern., 
2. Th• spac1n1 between the plates as changed to 
var1oua values between about one and one-h lt inches 
and three-rourths inch. The detlection• increased 
when the spacing decreased. 
3 .  The galvanometer leads were originally attache0 to 
the copper plates �t points opposite each other on 
th• outer edge or the plat••• Th••• point or contact 
were varied to other possible posit1on1 on the back 
ot the plates. The deflection or the galvanometer 
wae the aaaae ror all combination• of contact point• 
tor the 1alvanomet•r leads.� 
�. When the bruahea were positioned along the magnet ,  
the deflection seemed to be the same whether or not 
the aasnet itself was a pM".t or tbe conducting 
circuit. 
Ther were �any inductive errects involved in th1a 
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arrangement. A change in flux throuih the cloaed circuit na 
expected to induce n o.m.r. , howev�r, this wa alte�noting 
and did not read on the direct current ealvanooeter. Such 
alternating e.m.f. did ahow on the oac1lloscope. 
Other possible inductive eftects 1n the copper plates 
were such as to cancei  themselves becnu.,e or the symmetry ot 
the plate• about the �agnet. 
That lett only the 1nduot1ve •ttects in the brushes to 
contribute to direct e.m.f. around the circuit. These are 
the etteet• considered 1n equation �l. 
The positionin� ot the brusheg �nd fj}e reading ot the 
det1eotion.a nr• not done with �reat precision. The observed 
regulta ditrered radically from those expected, theretcre, it 
was telt that, until there was a plnueible explanation ot the 
etteot to guide the 1nveat1�at1on, greater precision wa not 
neoeaeary. any refinements in r,rocedure cou·ld be made to 
teet auch an explanation. 
fart <c• 811u1t1 
Th• •1gn1ticance or the e�per1■�ntal results can beat 
be eapha1ized by con:rpartn1 them w1 th .. the results ot equa t1ona 
l+l and i..3 . In order to do th1s, figure 4 ehows the magnet at 
the in•tant it 11 rotating through the Z axis just as 1•  the 
line ma,net 1n figure 1. The linea about the magnet are the 
loo1 or pointe where the brushes wer• posi t1.oned to ,1 ve iero 
de�lection on the galvanometer. These lines will be reterred 
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to as nodal line!J. It should be ftmphasized that these lines 
repros nt positions or the bru�heo with reap�ot to the rnugnet. 
When the brushes were posi tion.ed on one side or the nodal 
line, the detleotion wa1 in one direction &nd when Po31t1one4 
on the other e1de ot th• line the detlection was 1n the oppo-
1ite direction. 
To e1tcbl1sh a s1�n convention, consider a deflection 
to be poaitive when it is cnused by a conventional current 
com1nc out of the p per in figure 4. The plane of the page 1• 
divided into det1nite ·real by th• nodal lines . The direction 
or tbe detlection 1• the a me throug.hout each area. These area• � 
are marked with a plun or ainus sign to 1nd1oate the direction 
or the 4etlect1on wh n the brush•• are within that area. 
the m&1nitudea of the deflections vary greatly within 
each area. Some magnitudes are indicated in figure 4 at th• 
position they ware measured when the plates were one inch 
apart. The nwx:bers are in galvanometer divisions. Bach 
-� division of deflection indicates appro�iaately 2 x JO  
volts e.m.r. around the circuit. 
For comparison, the nodal lines predicated by equ tion• 
41 and 43 are shown 1n t1gure ,. These nodal lines correspond 
to lines or zero torce 1n the plane �or the page. It the hypo­
th•t1oal 11ne magnet to which the quationa pply were used 
1n the experiment 1n r,laoe of the -real �agnet, then the pre­
dicted e.m.t. around the c1rcu1t could be  obtained by int•-· 
gra ti,ng th• force in eq:.t5t1.�n 41 along the brushe!! from plate 
approximate 
p o sition of 
south pole 
- 3.S 
magnet 
----nodal 
lines 
+ 
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P'igure ,. Locations of Theoret-\eal Nodal Lines 
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to plate. The nodal lines in figure 5 do not show the exact 
position or the lines along which the brushes could be placed 
to give zero deflection because equation I l does not appl·1 orr 
the plane or the page. However, the important comparison 1s 
not the size or shape or these arP.as, but 1 t is the !'a.ct that 
these equations predict that such areas should exist. 
The magnitude of the e�pected deflection due to the line 
magnet can be calcul ted. In order to have a comparable value 
the line magnet was giTen the approximate dimensions and 
strength or the real magnet. They are as follows,  
J"= /00 u1,,"f pole, 
A point out on the axis of the magnet 2 cm. from the pole was 
chosen tor the brush position. Then using 1 inch tor the 
separation of the plates and a rotational speed. ot 1780 revo­
lutions per minute, a rough value of .I/ x lo-" vol ts was cal­
culated tor the e.m.r. This compares with an experimental 
value or 7 x /0-11 volts tor a similar point. The values 
agree 1n order of magnitude which is all that could be ex-
1 
pected con11der1ng the many approximations involved. 
Next, it is worthwhile to note the direction of the 
deflection to be expected when the line aagnet is used. The 
, �1rect1ons predicated by equation 41 are enclosed in circles 
in tigure 5J those predicted by equat19Jl: 43 are enclosed in 
squares. Tht directions prtaicated bY equation 41 are in each 
area opposite those round 1n the experiment. This 1s the 
r 
radical ditterence spoken ot previou1ly. No way has been 
found to resolve this ditterenoe. 
Conversely, the directions or the deflect! ns pre­
dicted by equation 43 agree with those or the oxper1ment. 
However, that equation 1a based on v�ry unsound theory. 
The fact that it does predict results 1n agreement with 
this experiment is its only just1t1oat1on here. 
Thia dilemme 1a the reason for the lack or greater 
refinement in the results or this experiment. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
Before concluding, it seems des1r♦able to answer the 
question that prompted this study. Part (a) of the questions 
Is there an e.m.r. along the wire when it is at rest? Yes, 
there is. It is due to the electrostatic field created by 
a charge distribution inside the magnet. This charge dis­
tribution ia such as to cancel the force or the motional 
intensity produced when the magnet rotates in its own field. 
The total charge on the magnet remains zero so, 1r the mag­
net were infinitely long, the external fteld and the e.m.r. � 
in the wire would be zero. The external field that exists 
for a real magnet 1• an end etfeot so that, near the middle 
of the magnet , the field and, consequently, the e.m.f. will 
be small. 
Part (b) or the question: Is there an e .m.f. along 
the wire when it 1s rotating ·1th the magnet? Yes, there is. 
The field considered tor part (a)  will still be effective in 
oau1ing an e.m.r. In addition, the motional intensity 1n the 
w ire itself contributes to the e .m.f. The motional intensity 
doe, not bococe small near the middle or the magnet. 
Therefore, the e.m.f. ' s  tor part (a) and tor part (b) 
are different and depend upon where the wire is placed. 
The answer given here is from th -901nt ot view or the 
non-rotating observer. For the point or view of the rotating 
observer the transformat ons of Troch r1s (9 ,  p. 114?) may be 
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applied. 
Beyond answering that question, the purpose ot this 
work was threetold1  
1.  To become familiar with Swann •s  theory and to 
transcribe his main contentions. 
2. To question the experimental verification of 
Swan.n ' s  theory in the Wilson and �ilson ex­
periment. 
3. To test Swann's theory experimentally. 
The tir8t has been accomplished unequivocally. 
The second has been accomplished theoretically to 
this writers satisfaction. The final judgement necessarily � 
lies in further experimental investigation. 
Th• third has not been accomplished conclusively. The 
re1ult1 ot the experiment seem to indicate that Swann's 
theory 11 in error aa it haa been applied here. Yet, his 
idea• are ao soundly based on accepted theory that ·1t is 
hard to doubt hi• oonolusions. Perhaps somewhere there is 
an error 1n an a11umption made in applying the theory. 
While they do not sound plausible, the following 
changes 1n the method or applying the theory lead to a 
possible explanation of the experimental results .  
1. Neglect the motional intensity. For some reason 
thia rorce on the charge in the moving brushes 
may not be etfective in adding to the e.m.f. of  
the circuit. 
2. Instead of considering the rotation or each el­
ementary dipole as was done for equation 37, 
su�pose thnt the line� ot induction from the 
el�ment&ry dipoles link together so that only the 
motion of the apparent poles of the magnet as a 
whole noed be considered. This was essentially 
what was done 1n deriving equation 43. 
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However implausible these may sPem, they lead to results in 
approximate agreement with the experiment. A conclusive 
answer to this problem must be left for a ruture more ad­
vanced study.l 
1 A variation ot the exoer1mental work reported here is  
discussed in the Apnendix'. This work has been done since 
this paper was written and xav give reason to aoubt soce of 
the conclusions sta ted here. 
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APPENDIX 
The terms found in e�uat1ons l t hrough � are defined 
as followss 
H • • • · • · • • • • magnetio intensity at a point 
'E •• ••·•••••electrio intensity at that point 
,,,o • • • • • • • • • •  c h arge density at that point 
...a ••••••• ••• velocity of the charge- at that point 
The bars above the symbols indicate vector quantities. 
In equation 5, (// is the true electrostatic potential 
and 1a detined by equation 6 where "° is the charge density 
at a point at the instant when � is determined; ...;-- is the 
distance from the point where (/,, is deteFmined to the point 
where /J 1• determined. 
A1eo in equation 5, ll is the Maxwellian vector 
potential and is defined by -equation 7 .  There ;O is the 
charge density, _;;;, the velocity of the charge and f; the 
�im.e rate or change in electric intensity at e. point at the 
instant U is determ1nedJ ...,- is t h e  distance from the  point 
- J #  where U 1 a determined to t h e  point where � , AA. and -;r;.-
are determined. 
In both equation 6 and equation 7 the integration is 
throughout all space. 
In equation 8, 8 is the magnetic�induQtion at the 
point where the charge 1s moving. 
APPENDIX' 
A ·recent variation of the experiment was as follows. 
The copper plates were attached to the collar so that they 
rotated with the magnet. Then, instead of brushes,  a con­
ducting bar extending between the plates was used. The 
leads to the galvanometer were arranged to brush on the copper 
plates so that a closed circuit was formed. 
When the magnet and plates were rotated, the galvanom­
eter deflections were about one-tenth of a division on the 
Weston model 699 galvanometer. The defl,ctions did not 
appear to have nodal lines ; instead, the deflections were 
always in the same directio n when the oonneeting bar was 
given various locations witn respect to the magnet. The 
magnitude of the deflections s�emed to depend on the dis­
tance ot the bar from the axis of rotatio n. The -amount of 
deflection also depended on the distance from the axis of 
rotation to where the galvanometer leads brushed on tho 
copper plates. 
Sinoe no deflections �ere observed which are com­
parable to those observed when the plates did not rotate, 
the latter effect may have to be explain#d as being due 
to eddy current fields. The significance or this in terms 
of Swann• s theory is not clear. � k� 
